As the novelty of winter thaws, we're ready for an escape to Miami and its endless summer. And don't worry about being bathing suit ready: These pools aren't all about being seen—the scene allows for unapologetic lounging, family playtime, strong cocktails (not mutually exclusive), and, yes, a little eye candy. This article was originally published in 2016; it has been updated with the latest openings.

Faena Hotel Miami Beach

_Traveler_ readers recently crowned the Faena the best hotel in the U.S., and we're pretty enamored by it, too—especially the picture-perfect, red-and-white pool area. Beyond the fabulous furniture, it's the service that truly sets this pool apart: Pool attendants clean your sunglasses, hand out carafes of lemon-infused water and complimentary snacks, and even wash your feet with a slow trickle of fresh water from a watering tin (we're not kidding).
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